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We present our recent experiments utilizing modulated on-axis ICRF minority heating

to trigger fluctuations and core electron thermal and particle transport in Alcator C-Mod

ITB’s. The modulated on-axis heating pulses produced temperature swings of 25%, and were

accompanied by strong bursts of density fluctuations measured by phase contrast imaging

(PCI), while edge fluctuations from reflectometry and Mirnov coils simultaneously dimin-

ished. The bursts of fluctuations observed by PCI consist of a series of shorter bursts, in

phase with central electron temperature modulation by sawteeth. This further suggests the

line-integrated density fluctuations seen by PCI originate within the ITB foot.

The ITB’s are reliably formed using off-axis ICRH. Following the transition to H-Mode,

the central density steadily rises over tens of confinement times, with little change in on-axis

temperature, to reach central densities as high as 6 × 1020 m−3. In the absence of on-axis

heating, the density profile continues to peak until impurity accumulation in the ITB results

in radiative collapse or an H- to L-mode transition. Carefully timed on-axis heating, delivered

in successive pulses, produces sufficient particle and impurity transport to halt the density

rise and impurity accumulation. Initial linear gyrokinetic stability analysis indicates the ITB

is marginally stable to density gradient driven trapped electron modes, which are destabilized

by an increase in temperature.

With well-resolved profile measurements for both ions and electrons, including flows, and

both core and edge fluctuation measurements, these recent experiments provide a validation

testbed for gyrokinetic simulations of electron transport. Previously, we observed strong

density fluctuations during steady on-axis heating of C-Mod ITB’s. In a first-of-kind com-

parison,1 nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations of TEM turbulence in the ITB reproduced the

shape of the measured wavelength spectrum of density fluctuations during on-axis heating,

introducing a synthetic PCI diagnostic in GS2, while matching the particle flux.2
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